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It is a big job, and nature is already supporting the changes, the sky is also supporting them, the heavens
are transforming. Also men and women are emerging in society with ideas to help others. Everywhere
there are teachings, there are groups, there are courses, and there are books. Teaching is disseminated on
television, on the radio… it is the spirit who speaks, and it is the Voice of Heaven thundering throughout
the earth; that is why in the Apocalypse it is said that the roar of the Voice of Heaven will be heard.

It is not a big roar, but it is heard on the radio, on television, everywhere. There will be no movies of
violence on television, or in the cinema ... which are inventions to elevate humanity. Television is an
invention for good, it is an educational resource, but the problem is that the television channel is being
used to promote business, but television is itself a gift from God so that his voice can reach everywhere to
which before a Maestro could not reach, and now will be able to arrive. Also radio, computers, internet ...
come from God. Although these inventions are still in the hands of people who do not understand this and
hurt themselves. But, little by little, these means of communication will pass into the hands of noble
beings, and we will see what beauty then. Not to spend hours on television, but so that watching a movie
about a forest, they invite us to the forest and tell us: go there, to your town, find a quiet little place and
practice what you saw on the screen. Television is going to push us toward life. It is a thing of the future,
but that future depends on us.



If we respond to the call of Heaven, the portals of the Divine Light will open, the angels, the entities of
light, will descend. If they do not respond, it is because they are already waiting for groups of hearts to
open in order to descend, as they are already descending, being born children as of light; those who took
refuge in the stars in the last centuries. Society is already predisposing itself to open up so when these
children reach the age of 25, when they are professionals and have support in society they will move
around the world, and what they do people will call miracles, but it is the power of the spirit returning
again to the earth to remove everything; It is like the magic wand of fairies. Some of that is what is
coming.



This is not legend, it is ancient wisdom. Wisdom that comes to touch human souls, to the souls of little
birds, to trees ... and everything will awaken, as in the story of Alice in Wonderland, that everyone around
was speaking, the coffee pot, the kettle, everything had life ... that's what is called natural magic. We must
understand that in nature there are not only trees, fruits, etc., there are spirits, there are entities of fire, air,
earth ... with whom we can dialogue and work. Those are lesser spirits who are at the service of the
greater spirits, of the rulers of the natural and spiritual realms. That is why they speak of the geniuses of
magic, that if one rubs the lamp, the genie appears

That is a truth, but it is encoded, and it is that there really is a lamp. The lamp is different when it is
shining, when it is bright ... when it is off, no matter how much you rub, nothing happens.
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